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Let a, h, k be non-zero integers. Then the set of pairs of exponents (m. n), m > 1, 
n > 1, for which the equation aX” - hY’ = k, has only trivial solution, has density 
one. ‘( ’ 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
In his famous paper, Tijdeman showed that if s, I’, U, u are integers 
(u, u 3 2, X, y 3 1) such that Y’ -)I’ = 1 then X, I’, U, u < C, where C is an 
effectively computable constant. 
Much less is known about the corresponding equation with right-hand 
side k 3 2. 
In this note, we show in particular that if k # 0 then the density of the set 
of exponents (m, n), such that Y - Y = k has only trivial solution, is 
equal to 1. As a matter of fact, this method was first used by Granville and 
by Heath-Brown (independently) to show the striking fact that the set of 
exponents n for which X’* + Y = Z” (Fermat’s equation) has only trivial 
solution, has density equal to 1. Another result of a similar kind is in [ 11. 
1 
It is convenient to begin with a lemma, of which a special case appears in 
Cl, 31. 
LEMMA 1. Let P he a set of t> 1 primes and q=npEP p. Let N> 1, 
r > 1 and S,,,,, = {(n, ,..., n,)lldn,<Nandtheree.xistsp~Psuch thatpin; 
for each i= l,..., r}. Then: 
N’3 #(S p,r.,v)>W l- fl (l-l/p’) -2’{(l+N)‘-N’}. 
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Proc$ The first inequlity is obvious. Let C’ denote sums extended over 
t-uples of distinct primes belonging to P. 
We have 
But 
~(~l){l+(;)N+(;)N2+...+(rII)N~~1) 
=2’{(1 +N)‘-N’j. 
Also 
c 
dl4 
$+=EP(l-d;). 
so 
#(~,,,,),N’{~-~~(l-~)~--2’C(l+N)r-~l. I 
Let 
S~,r,N = {(n,,..., n,)l 1 dn, d N and for every i= l,..., r there 
exists pi E P such that pi 1 ni>. 
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Then (n 1 ,,.., n,) E S*,,,, if and only if n,~ S,.,,, for every i= l,..., r. Thus 
# (SF7.N) = c # (S,,,,,)l’~ 
2 
Let a, h, k be non-zero integers; k may be assumed to be positive. For 
any integers m, n > 1 consider the polynomial diophantine equation 
P cm,n, : aX” - b I”’ = k. 
Let Z(P,,.,,) ) be the set of non-trivial solutions of P,,,,,, that is, the set 
of (.u, y) E Z2 such that x, y # 0, uxm -by”=k and if fafb=k then also 
bGy)#(il, Al). 
By Siegel’s theorem, if m, n > 2 and max{m, rz} 2 3 the set Z(P,,,,,) is 
finite. 
LEMMA 2. If m, n 3 2 and max {m, n} 2 3 there exists h = h(,,,,, 2 1 such 
that lf u, v 2 h then Z(PC,,,,,,) = Q5. 
Proqf: If Z(P,,,,,,) = 0 let h = 1. If Z(P,,.,,,) = {(x,, yl) ,..., (x,, y,)}, let 
h=max,.,.., {Ixi13 IYil}. If K u 2 h and (x, y) E Z(Pt,,,,,,) then 
a.?“’ - by”” = k so (x’, y”) E Z(P,,.,,); if this set is not empty then )x 1’) 
1 y/“<h<u, u, hence /xl=1 yl =l, which implies that fa&-b=k, and 
this has been excluded. q 
If N3 1 let D,= [(m,n)l 1 dm, n<N and Z(P,,.,,,)=@). 
We show: 
PROPOSITION. lim,,, (# (DN)/N2) = 1. 
ProojI Let p, =2<p2=3<p,... be the sequence of primes. For t 3 2 
let p,= {P*,P3,-.,P,). For N 3 1, t 3 2 let SfN= S:,,,,,= 
{(m, n) E Z’* 1 1 dm, n d N and there exists (p,, p,) Pf such that pilm and 
p,lni. 
For every (p,, pi) E Pf consider the integer h(p,.p,), defined in Lemma 2, 
and let M, =P, max(,.,,,.p; {h,,,,,,‘,. 
For N > M, let 
S;,,= {(m,n)ES& IM,<m,n}, 
T~,,={(m,n)~.Z*~1~m,ndNandm<M,orndM,}. 
Clearly # ( T1,N) = 2M, N - h4; c 2h4, N and S:, G S:,, v Tr,N, hence 
# (S;FN)< # (S:,,)+ # (T,.,)d # (S:.,)+2M,N. 
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Now we show that Si,,V i D ,,. Indeed, let (/>I, II) E S;,,. so Ad, < HZ, II < .\ 
and there exists (p,, p,) E Pf such that p, 1 ttz and p, 1 w; so there exist integers 
U, o 3 1 such that p,l~~,,,,,, 6 M, < nz =p,u and p,h ,,,,,,, /, 6 M, <n =p,u, hence 
h ,p ,,,,,) < II, 1:. By the Lemma 2, Z( P ,,,,,,. t‘P,)) = Z( P,,,,,,,,) = izl, so (nl, 11) E D, 
Hence 
# (D,)+WN> # (S:,,)+WN> # (S&l 
N” N’ N’ . 
By Lemma I, 
Thus 
Since n,, (I - l/p) =O, given I: > 0 there exists t such that 
n;=, (I - l/p,) <~/8. With this choice of t, let N,, be such that N,>M, 
and (2’ + 2M,)/N, < c/2. Finally, if N 3 N,, then 1 3 # ( DN)/NZ 3 1 - c. 
and this concludes the proof. 1 
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